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ferment. England would have to fall back on statecraft and
abandon the idea of seeking an immediate and decisive
action at all costs. Her Fleet would withdraw to safety in an
Australian port for rest and refit, while her statesmen used
every endeavour to drag America into the maelstrom of
war.
There are many ways in which this might be done. It
could be made out that our attack on Hongkong and Singa-
pore was a violation of the No-War Pact, that our use of
Dutch territory for purposes of war was a breach of neutral-
ity. It could be represented that we had unlawfully inter-
fered with American shipping on its way to and from Asia
and the Philippines. Yet another most effective inducement
would be for Canada to attack Japan by air. Japan would
then have to retaliate, and it could be made out that numbers
of innocent Canadian women and children were being
butchered. American sympathy with them would hasten
her entry into the war.
The next question is, 'Where would the Fleet go in
Australia ?
The safest place would appear to be Sydney. It is
Australia's premier naval base and has been fitted out
accordingly, but it is too far to the eastward of the principal
theatre of war.
A base on the north or west coasts would be more suitable,
and the only one available appears to be Port Darwin.
This harbour is in the north-west of North Australia,
it can take a considerable number of ships and is easily
defended. It is conveniently near New Guinea for the
exercise of some measure of control over the N.E.I., and is
not too far from the probable scene of the expected decisive
action. Its disadvantage is the absence of overland com-
munications, those with the great Australian cities of
Sydney and Melbourne being by sea, and therefore open
to enemy attack.
When the British Fleet has refitted, it may be expected
to reassume the offensive and to proceed in the direction
of the South China Sea to seek out the Japanese Fleet and
to bring it to action.
The many islands which stretch from New Guinea to
the N.E.I, would have to be recaptured from us to clear
them of our flotillas, which would be lurking among them

